Gait based biometric aims to discriminate among people by the way or manner they walk. It represents a biometric at distance which has many advantages over other biometric modalities. State-of-theart methods require a limited cooperation from the individuals. Consequently, contrary to other modalities, gait is a non-invasive approach. As a behavioral analysis, gait is difficult to circumvent. Moreover, gait can be performed without the subject being aware of it. Consequently, it is more difficult to try to tamper one own biometric signature. In this paper we review different features and approaches used in gait recognition. A novel method able to learn the discriminative human body-parts to improve the recognition accuracy will be introduced. Extensive experiments will be performed on CASIA gait benchmark database and results will be compared to state-of-the-art methods.
Gait recognition can be defined as the recognition of some salient property, such as, identity, style of walk, or pathology, based on the coordinated cyclic motions that result in human locomotion. In our chapter we are rather interested in recognizing the identity based on the gait characteristics. A distinction could be made between gait recognition and the so called quasi gait recognition. In the first one, salient property which is in our case the identity can be recognized from the gait characteristics of the walking subject; when in the second one the identity is recognized based on features extracted during walking, however these features do not rely on gait. For example, body dimensions could be measured and used for individuals recognition.
It has been demonstrated that the gait recognition performance is drastically influenced by different intra-class variations related to the subject itself, such as clothing variation, carrying conditions; or related to the environment such as view angle variations, walking surface, shadows and segmentation errors [13, 14, 15] . Figure 1 shows an example of intra-class variations caused by the clothing variations of the same subject recorded at instants t and t + 1. The researchers in [16, 14] considered several conditions including carrying conditions, view angle and clothing variations and measure their impact on the recognition accuracy. Due to the influence of the previous intra-class variations caused by these conditions, considerable efforts have been devoted to build robust systems able to deal with individuals under different conditions. In this chapter we introduce a novel method able to select the robust human body-part corresponding to the dynamic part of the body which has been demonstrated to be less influenced by intra-class variations [17, 18] . 2 Gait analysis
Gait cycle
The gait cycle is the continuous repetitive pattern of walking or running. It is the time interval between successive instances of initial foot-to-floor contact "heel strike" for the same foot [19] . A complete gait cycle can be divided into two main phases: stance and swing as is shown in Figure 2 , these phases can be even eventually further split up. It has been shown that when a person walks, stance phase accounts 60 % of the gait cycle, however when a person runs, the main proportion of the gait exists in the swing phase. Moreover, the double support frame does not exist as there is a period in which neither feet touch the ground.
There has been a considerable amount of work regarding the variations in the intrinsic properties of the gait during the human walk such as velocity, motion, body length and width etc. These works mainly extract the features in a time duration corresponding to the human walking cycle. This shows that the detection and estimation of the walking cycle is of extreme importance in recognition. Based on the adopted approach, different information could be extracted.
Characteristics of human gait
It has been demonstrated that the human gait is unique [20, 21] . It has also been shown that the information such pelvic and thorax is different from one person to another. This information could be used for individuals discrimination, however the main issue is that these patterns are not adapted for computer vision based biometric systems since they are hardly measured during the individual walk.
Since many features established by medical studies appear unsuited to a computer vision-based system, the components for this investigation have been limited to the rotation patterns of the hip and knee. These patterns are possible to be extracted from real images, furthermore it has been shown from medical studies that they possess a high degree Figure 2 : Gait cycle of a subject depicting the two phases of the right foot: Right (Rt) stance and Rt swing [19] .
of individual consistency and inter-individual variability. These features belong to the so called model-based gait recognition which will be introduced in Section 3.1.
Currently, more adapted vision systems features called holistic have been introduced. These features take in consideration all the body motion which contains very discriminative information to differentiate between different individuals. These features belong to the so called model-free approach described in Section 3.2.
3 Gait recognition approaches
Model-based gait recognition
In the model-based approach, the features representatives of a gait are derived from a known structure or fitted model. The model mimics the human skeleton. Consequently, model-based approaches are based on prior knowledge [22, 23] .
The model based approaches, often need both a structural and a motion model which attempt to capture both static and dynamic information of the gait. The models could be 2 or 3 dimensional. The structured model describes the body topology, such as stride length, height, hip, torso, knee. This model can be made up of primitive shapes (cylinders, cones, and blobs), stick figures, or arbitrary shapes describing the edge of these body parts. On the other hand, a motion model describes the kinematics or the dynamics of the motion of each body part. Kinematics generally describe how the subject changes position with time without considering the effect of masses and forces, whereas dynamics will take into account the forces that act upon these body masses and hence the resulted motion [24] . Examples of the models are depicted in Figure 3 .
(a) [25] (b) [26] (c) [27] Figure 3: Example of body models.
The proposed works in model-based approach can be broadly splitted into two types of methods, those based on the estimation of the body parameters (length, width, cadence etc) directly from the raw videos and those trying to fit a model to capture the evolution of these parameters over time. 
Method Features Classification
• [28] length, width, stride nearest-neighbor • [29] joint-angle trajectories nearest-neighbor • [24] stride, cadence Bayesian • [30] body components metric based body parts • [19] motion upper leg nearest-neighbor • [31] lower limb joint-angles RBF neutral network • [32] parameters of fitted ellipse model support vector machine • [27] rigid model (joint-angles) nearest-neighbor • [33] non-rigid model (deformations) chain-like model • [34] five-link biped model (joint-trajectories) hidden Markov models • [35] deformable model (length, width, orientations) adaboost • [36] 3D model (motion) nearest-neighbor • [37] 2D model (rhythmic, periodic motion) neural network • [38] model based anatomy (leg and arm movement) nearest-neighbor
In the body parameters estimation approach, [28] proposed to recover static body and stride parameters of subjects, the comparison metric being based on mutual information. [29] used the trajectories of joint angles from motion, nearest-neighbor has been used for classification. [24] used stride and cadence of a walking person and a Bayesian approach has been used for classification. [30] separated human body into different components, they adopted a distance metric to describe the resemblance between two silhouettes with respect to a certain body component. [19] extracted the angular information during the walking process from the upper leg using the Fourier series, then the nearest neighbor technique is applied for classification. [31] used side silhouette lower limb joint angles to characterize the dynamic gait part. Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural networks through deterministic learning has been used for recognition.
In the fitting model approach, [32] used appearance and dynamic traits of gait by analyzing parameters of fitted ellipses to regions of a subject's silhouette. [27] modeled human body as fourteen rigid parts connected to one another at the joints. Dynamic information as well as static information combined with nearest-neighbor classifier have been used for classification. [33] introduced a non-rigid 2D body contour by a Bayesian graphical model whose nodes correspond to point positions along the contour. [34] suggested a five-link biped human locomotion model to extract the joint position trajectories. The recognition step is then performed using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). [35] used a full-body layered deformable model to capture information from the silhouette of the walking subject. [36] introduced a new 3D model approach using a marionette and mass-spring model. [37] extracted nine coordinates from the human body contours based on human anatomical knowledge to construct a 2D model; back-propagation neural network algorithm has been used for classification. [38] used active contour models and Hough transform to model the movements of the articulated parts of the body. Nearest-neighbor is applied for classification. Table 1 summarizes the captured features and the classifiers used in model-based techniques introduced above. Modelbased methods seem to be very attractive and promising since they have the ability to deal with the various intra-class variations caused by different conditions such as clothing, carrying, which affects the subjects appearance. However the complexity of the models and the extraction of their components from the video stream is not a trivial task. Consequently, model-based techniques are preferred in practice.
Model-free gait recognition
In the model-free approach, the gait characteristics are derived from the moving shape of the subject. It actually corresponds to image measurements. In this case, no human model to rebuild the human walking steps is needed. A random example of model-free approach features is the shape variation within a particular region of walking subject. In the recent past, a lot of features have been introduced in the context of model-free gait recognition. The features can either be solely based on the moving shape (no prior shape information is explicitly taken in consideration) or also integrate the motion within the feature representation [22] .
Model-free gait features
Mainly human gait features are organized as temporal and spatial, however [18] proposed an interesting and more general taxonomy organizing gait features in five main categories: contour, optical flow, silhouette, moments and gait energy/entropy/motion history.
• Contour: the contours have the advantage of being low computational cost, however they suffer too much from the intra-class variations. An example of gait recognition based contour features is symmetry operators introduced by [39] which are able to form a robust feature representation from few training samples. Figure 4 : Symmetry operator introduced in [39] .
• Optical flow: the dynamic aspect of the human motion is extracted based on the optical flow shown in Figure  5 . It represents a robust feature representation against the various intra-class variations because it takes only motion information in consideration. However it needs a lot of computational cost [40] . • Silhouette: the whole silhouette is taken in consideration. This can be advantageous because the errors of silhouette segmentation are avoided. An example of gait recognition based on silhouette is the self-similarity introduced by [41] . It consists on calculating the cross-correlation between each pair of images in a gait sequence (see Figure 6 ). Figure 6 : Example of self similarity features in [41] . The rightmost images represent self similarity representation.
• Moments: moments are extracted from the silhouettes based on feature extractors including, Local Binary Patterns (LBP), Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG), etc. They are more robust to intra-class variations caused by occlusion and shape variations. A good example describing this category is features extracted from the silhouette based on Gabor filters [42] . Figure 7 shows the sum of Gabor filter responses over directions, scales and both scales and directions. Figure 7 : Example of extracted features using Gabor filters in [42] . GaborD, GaborS, GaborSD represent the sum over directions, scales and both directions and scales of Gabor functions respectively.
• Energy/entropy/motion history: these features attempt to capture both spatial and temporal information of the gait using a single robust signature. The average image which represents a gait cycle is a good example which describes this family [43] . Figure 8 shows the average image for several subjects obtained by averaging the segmented silhouettes of walking subjects during an entire cycle. After we have briefly introduced the main feature families, in the following we make a non exhaustive state of the art of the main works which have been introduced in model-free gait recognition context.
Model-free gait state of the art
There exists a considerable amount of work in the context of model-free approach gait recognition. In the beginning, researchers were more focused on features based on silhouette and contour.
[44] introduced a method that directly incorporates the structural and transitional knowledge about the identity of the person performing the activity. They used the width of the outer contour of the binarized silhouette of a walking person as features. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is used for classification. [45] have presented a simple method based on matching 2D silhouettes extracted from key frames across a gait cycle sequence (information such as body height, width, stride length and amount of arm swing is implicitly captured). These key frames are compared to training frames using the correlation and subject classification is performed by nearest-neighbor among correlation scores. [46] introduced a method based on statistical shape analysis. They represented a gait sequence by the so called "eigenshape" signature based on Procrustes analysis [47] , which implicitly captures the structural shape cue of the walking subject. The similarity between signatures is measured by Procrustes mean shape distance [47] and the classification is performed based on nearest-neighbor. [48] suggested a novel Shape Variation-Based Frieze Pattern (SVB frieze pattern) gait signature which captures horizontal and vertical motion of the walking subject over time. It is calculated by projecting pixel values of the difference between key frames along horizontal or vertical axes. For recognition they have defined a cost function for matching. [39] suggested a contour representation by analyzing the symmetry of human motion. The symmetry operator, essentially forms an accumulator of points, which are measures of the symmetry between image points to give a signature. Discrete Fourier transform of the signature and nearest-neighbor were used for classification.
Some works tried to find good and suitable feature representation spaces for the extracted contour and silhouette features based on supervised and unsupervised representation learning techniques [49] . [50] proposed a method able to implicitly capture the structural and transitional characteristics of gait. In this method, the 2D silhouette images are mapped into a 1D normalized distance signal by contour unwrapping with respect to the silhouette centroid (the shape changes of these silhouettes over time are transformed into a sequence of 1D distance signals to approximate temporal changes of gait pattern). Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is applied to vectorized 1D distance signals to reduce the dimensionality and the similarity between two sequences is performed by Spatial-Temporal Correlation (STC) and Normalized Euclidean Distance (NED). The classification process is carried out via nearest-neighbor. [51] introduced a technique capable to capture 3D information (XYT) of the patterns. This is done by computing image Self Similarity Plot (SSP) defined as the correlation of all pairs of images in the sequence. Normalized SSPs containing an equal number of walking cycles and starting at the same body pose were used as features. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) combined with nearest-neighbor was used for classification.
[52] presented a novel method called Cubic Higher-order Local Auto-Correlation (CHLAC), which is an improved and extended version of Higher-order Local Auto-Correlation (HLAC) [53] . CHLAC was proposed to extract spatial correlation in local regions. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) combined with nearest-neighbor were used for classification. [54] proposed a gait recognition method based on human silhouettes characterized with three kinds of gait representations including Fourier and Wavelet descriptor. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and Genetic Fuzzy Support Vector Machine (GFSVM) classifier were chosen for recognition.
Recent trends seem to favor Gait Energy Image (GEI) representation suggested by [15] . It is a spatio-temporal representation of the gait obtained by averaging the silhouettes over a gait cycle (see Section 4.2). It is an effective representation, which makes a good compromise between the computational cost and the recognition performance. For the recognition step, they have used Canonical Discriminant Analysis (CDA) which corresponds to PCA followed by LDA combined with nearest-neighbor. The efficiency of the PCA+LDA strategy has been demonstrated in face recognition [55] , in which PCA aims to retain the most representative information and suppress noise for object representation, while LDA aims to pursue a set of features that can best distinguish different objects. Furthermore, in the GEI based recognition, the dimensionality of the feature space is usually much larger than the size of the training set, this is known as the Under Sample Problem (USP). LDA often fails when faced the USP and one solution is to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space using PCA [42] .
In the literature, a considerable amount of works combined GEI features with different feature representation techniques to find suitable feature spaces. [56] extracted discriminative information from GEI based on Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG). CDA combined with nearest-neighbor were applied for classification. [57] , formulated the gait recognition problem as a bipartite ranking problem for more generalization of unseen gait scenarios. [58] have proposed a novel scheme which is called Complete Canonical Correlation Analysis (C3A) to overcome the shortcomings of Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) when dealing with high dimensional data. [14] applied a Template Matching (TM) on GEIs without any dimensionality reduction, and classification was out carried based on nearest-neighbor.
Motivated by the problem caused by the vectorization of the feature vectors when using conventional dimensionality reduction techniques which leads to under sample problem and the specialized structure of the extracted features (in form of second-order or even higher order tensor), tensor-based dimension reduction methods have been introduced.
[59] used two supervised and unsupervised subspace learning methods: Coupled Subspaces Analysis (CSA) [60] and Discriminant Analysis with Tensor Representation (DATER) [61] to extract discriminative information from GEIs. [42] used Gabor filters to extract information from GEI templates. Motivated also by under sample problem, they developed a General Tensor Discriminant Analysis (GTDA) instead of conventional PCA as a preprocessing step for LDA. Inspired also by recent advances in matrix and tensor-based dimensionality reduction, [62] presented an extension of Marginal Fisher analysis (MFA) introduced by [61] to address the problem of gait recognition. [63] proposed a Tensor-based Riemannian Manifold distance-Approximating Projection (TRIMAP) framework to preserve the local manifold structure of the high-dimensional Gabor feature extracted from GEIs. [64] introduced a classifier ensemble method based on the Random Subspace Method (RSM) and Majority Voting (MV). The random subspaces are constructed based on 2D Principal Component Analysis (2DPCA) and further enhanced with 2D Linear Discriminant Analysis (2DLDA). Table 2 summarizes the different features, transformations and classifiers for GEI-based gait recognition methods. Method Features Transformation Classification
GEI+Gabor GTDA+LDA nearest-neighbor
GEI+Gabor TRIMAP nearest-neighbor
Despite its good performances, GEI and like all features in model-free gait recognition suffers from various intra-class variations caused by different conditions such as the presence of shadows, clothing variations and carrying conditions which drastically influence the recognition performances. Silhouettes segmentation to calculate GEI and view angle variations represent further causes of the recognition errors [15, 14, 13, 65] . To overcome the limitations of GEI representation, several approaches have been proposed. They can be broadly organized in two groups: the first group tried to improve GEI by applying different feature selection techniques while the second introduced novel feature representations based on the gaps of GEI.
In the former, [66] suggested filter selection method which selects GEI pixels based on their intensity value. The idea is to keep the pixels with intensity value greater than a threshold and discard the remaining ones. In other terms, this method aims to select the dynamic pixels since it has been found that they are more discriminative and less sensitive to intra-class variations compared to the static ones [15] . Remaining in the same idea of capturing dynamic information of the walking subject, [17] introduced a feature selection method named Gait Entropy Image (GEnI). It computes entropy for each pixel from GEI to distinguish static and dynamic pixels:
where p k (x, y) is the probability that the pixel (x, y) takes the k th value in an entire gait cycle. The GEnI represents in this case a measure of feature significance or importance since the dynamic pixels (with high entropy value) are less sensitive to different intra-class variations. Pixels with greater entropy value than a threshold are kept when others are discarded. [18] introduced an embedded feature selection method based on Random Forest (RF) feature ranking algorithm in order to select features maximizing the recognition accuracy. To avoid the overfitting of the selected features to a specific training dataset, they divided the initial dataset into training, validation and testing datasets. Random Forest feature rank was applied to GEIs on validation dataset and the features were ranked based on their importance. Optimal feature subset was selected based on forward and backward selection algorithms. [67] learned a mask based on the pixel variations. The mask takes the value 1 for the selected features and 0 otherwise. The role of the mask is to select GEI features with low variations over time. In all previously introduced methods, CDA of the selected GEI pixels combined with nearest-neighbor were applied for recognition. Recently, [68] introduced a wrapper feature selection technique based on Modified Phase-Only Correlation (MPOC) matching algorithm to select the discriminative human body-part. The classification was carried out based on nearest-neighbor.
In the introduced features to cope against the gaps of GEI, [40] suggested a gait representation by a weighted sum of the optical flow corresponding to each direction of human motion. Because of the lack o robustness of GEI towards the appearance changes and ability of the Shannon Entropy to encode the randomness of pixel values in the silhouette images over a complete cycle, [69] introduced a novel temporal feature representation as an extension of GEI representation named Gait Pal and Pal Entropy Image (GPPE). It is calculated based on Pal and Pal Entropy [70] :
where p k (x, y) is the probability that the pixel (x, y) takes the k th value. PCA followed by SVM has been used for recognition. [71, 72] proposed a new method for gait recognition which constructs new gait features directly from a raw video. The proposed gait features are extracted in the spatio-temporal domain. The Space-Time Interest Points (STIPs) are detected from a raw gait video sequence. They represent significant movements of human body along both spatial and temporal directions. Then, HOG and Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF) are used to describe each detected STIP. Finally, a gait feature is constructed by applying Bag of Words (BoW) on a set of HOG/HOF-based STIP descriptors from each gait sequence. Nearest-neighbor and SVM has been respectively used for classification. [73] used Local Binary Pattern (LBP) of optical flow as features and the classification is carried out based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM). [74] used frequency domain-based gait entropy features (EnDFT) calculated by applying Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to GEIn. To further improve the accuracy of the proposed method, a wrapper feature selection technique has been applied. PCA combined with nearest-neighbor were used for classification.
Finally, in recent years, researchers started to have an increasing interest for gait recognition in view angle variations.
[75] introduced a two-phase View-Invariant Multiscale Gait Recognition method (VI-MGR) which is robust to variation in clothing and presence of carried items. In phase 1, VI-MGR uses the entropy of the limb region of the gait energy image (GEI) combined with 2DPCA and nearest-neighbor to determine the matching training view of the query testing GEI. In phase 2, the query subject is compared with the matching view of the training subjects using multiscale shape analysis and ensemble classifier.
In the following we propose a novel method capable to address the problem of intra-class variations caused by carrying conditions, clothing and view-angle variations. The method represents our major contribution for gait based recognition.
4 Body-part segmentation for improved gait recognition
Introduction
Among the available feature representations we choose GEI which is an effective representation making good compromise between the computational cost and the recognition performance [17, 18, 76] . However it has also been shown that the GEI suffers from intra-class variations caused by different conditions which affect the recognition accuracy. One possible solution to tackle this problem is to focus only on dynamic parts of GEI which has been proven to be less sensitive to intra-class variations [40, 18, 77] .
In our work we propose to automatically select the dynamic body-parts contrary to the existing methods in the literature which tried to select the body-parts based on predefined anatomical properties of the human body [78] . For instance in [79] for a body height H, the human body is segmented according to the vertical position of the neck (0.87H), waist (0.535H), pelvis (0.48H), and knee (0.285H) as is shown in Figure 9 . In some other works, the human body-parts were estimated empirically, such as in [66, 74] where they defined each row of the GEI as a new feature unit and tried different combinations of the new feature units which maximize the recognition accuracy as is shown in Figure 10 .
[80] used horizontal and vertical masks to capture both horizontal and vertical motion of the walking subject. They have found that the gait of an individual is characterized much more by the horizontal than the vertical motion. Furthermore, they pointed out that the horizontal motion is more reliable to represent the characteristic of gait. Therefore, instead of estimating the motion of each pixel [17] , we propose to estimate the horizontal motion by taking the Shannon entropy of each row from the GEI. The resulting column vector is named as motion based vector. Group Fused Lasso is applied to the motion based vectors to segment the human body into parts with coherent motion value across the subjects. The body segmentation processing flow is shown in Figure 11 .
Given the segmentation process, our overall gait recognition system is described in Figure 12 and Figure 13 depicting the representation learning based on the selected body-part of training data and the classification of testing samples respectively.
In the next subsections we introduce the notion of Gait Energy Image, body segmentation based on group fused Lasso of motion as well as feature representation and classification. Intensive experiments under carrying conditions, clothing and view-angle variations using CASIA gait database will be reported in comparison with state-of-the-art methods.
A PREPRINT -2019-04-04 Figure 9 : Estimation of the body-parts based on predefined anatomical knowledge in [79] . Figure 10 : Estimation of the body-parts based on recognition accuracy in [74] .
Segmentation
Body-Parts 
Gait Energy Image
GEI is a spatio-temporal representation of gait pattern. It is a single grayscale image (see Figure 14) obtained by averaging the silhouettes extracted over a complete gait cycle [15] as follows:
Here G = {g i,j } is GEI, 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ M are the spatial coordinates, T is the number of the frames of a complete gait cycle, B(t) is the silhouette image of frame t.
GEI has two main regions, the static and dynamic areas. These two areas contain different types of information. Dynamic areas are considered as being invariant to individual's appearance and most informative. Static parts despite being useful for identification they should be discarded because are greatly influenced by clothing variance [17] . Static parts are localized in the top of GEI while the dynamic parts are localized in the bottom part of GEI (see Figure 14) . 
Motion based vector
[17] tried to distinguish between the static and dynamic areas of the human body by calculating the motion of each pixel of the GEI (the motion is estimated based on Shannon entropy). As we have mentioned previously, during the walking process humans are much more characterized by horizontal than vertical motion. For the latter an horizontal motion vector is proposed that is more reliable and better characterizes the gait than the pixel-wise motion.
For each GEI, a motion based vector e ∈ R N shown in Figure 15 is generated by computing the Shannon entropy of each row of GEI which is considered as a new feature unit. The resulting vector is named motion based vector. The entry i of the motion based vector e is given by:
where p i k is the probability that the pixel value k occurs in the i th row of image G, which is estimated by:
where #(g i,j = k) counts the number of pixels containing the value k. 
Group fused lasso for body-part segmentation
Let P motion based vectors {e k } P k=1 of P GEIs stored in N × P matrix E. The aim is to detect the shared change-point locations across all motion based vectors {e k } P k=1 (see Figure 16 ) by approximating matrix E ∈ R N ×P by a matrix V ∈ R N ×P of piecewise-constant vectors that share change points. This can be achieved by resolving the following convex optimization problem:
where v i, · is the i-th row of V and λ > 0 a regularization parameter. Intuitively, increasing λ enforces many increments v i+1 − v i to converge towards zero. This implies that the position of non-zeros increments will be same for all vectors e k . Therefore, the solution of (6) provides an approximation of E by a matrix V of piecewise-constant vectors with shared change-points. The problem (6) is reformulated as a group Lasso regression problem as follows:
where X and E are obtained by centering each column from X and E knowing that:
For more details about the reformulation we refer the reader to the appendix and [81] . The problem (7) can be solved based on the group LARS described in [82] which approximates the solution path with a piecewise-affine set of solutions and iteratively finds change-points. Note that the segmentation borders are located on non null values of β β β. 
Feature representation and classification
The body-part segmentation provides the relevant features that characterize best dynamic information in the GEI images. The selected parts of the GEI are further used for adequate feature representation followed by the classification scheme [83] . Feature representation is carried out based on Canonical Discriminant Analysis (CDA) which was initially introduced in gait recognition by [84] . CDA corresponds to Principal Component Analysis (PCA) followed by Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). The efficiency of the PCA+LDA strategy has been demonstrated in several applications such as face recognition [55] , in which PCA aims to retain the most representative information and suppress noise [85, 86] , while LDA aims to determine features which maximize the distance between classes and preserve the distance inside the classes. Furthermore, in the GEI based recognition, the dimensionality of the feature space is usually much larger than the size of the training set. Hence applying CDA help avoiding the overfitting phenomenon.
In our work CDA is applied to the GEI features of the robust human body of the training dataset. As suggested by [15] we retain 2c eigenvectors after applying PCA, where c corresponds to the number of classes. The classification is carried out by a nearest-neighbor classifier and the performance of our method is measured by the Correct Classification Rate (CCR) which is the ratio of the number of correctly classified samples over the total number of samples.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our proposed gait recognition methodology. We introduce first the dataset for this sake and hence the different experiments performed on it as well as the obtained results.
Dataset
The proposed method is tested on CASIA dataset B 1 [14] to evaluate its ability to handle the carrying, clothing and view angle variations. CASIA dataset B is a large multiview gait database created in January 2005 containing 124 subjects captured from 11 different view angles using 11 USB cameras around the left hand side of the walking subject starting from 0
• to 180
• (see Figure 17 ).
Each subject is recorded six times under normal conditions (NL), twice under carrying bag conditions (CB) and twice under clothing variation conditions (CL) (see Figures 18 and 19) . The first four sequences of (NL) are used for training. The two remaining sequences of (NL) as well as (CB) and (CL) are used for testing normal, carrying and clothing conditions, respectively. For each sequence, GEI of size 64 × 64 is computed.
The selected robust human body-part should not be overspecialized for a specific training dataset [18] . As consequence, human body-parts are estimated on a validation dataset independent from training and testing datasets. To create our body-part selection dataset, we have randomly selected 24 GEIs for each variant (normal, carrying, clothing), hence our validation dataset contains in total 72 GEIs. Table 3 summarizes the content of CASIA database under each view angle from 0 • to 180 • . Table 4 and Table 5 represent the data partition of the carried out experiments under 90
• and the other remaining view angles respectively. Contrary to 90
• , the remaining view angles do not contain a validation set, the body parts selected for experiments under 90
• are kept for the other angles experiments. Figure 17 : Set-up for gait data collection in CASIA [14] .
To sum up validation set serves for body-part selection. The retained parts are then exploited for feature representation (PCA followed by LDA) on the basis of the training set which is used as reference data for a nearest neighbor classifier. Reported performances are calculated over test set. 
Selected robust human body-part
As we have already mentioned, the segmentation of the body into parts (regions of interest) and the selection of the robust part should not be overspecialized for a specific training dataset. As consequence we perform it on the validation dataset. To evaluate the robustness of our body segmentation method, we perform a without-replacement bagging of size P = 45 GEIs from the validation dataset containing 72 GEIs. The operation was repeated L = 5 times, resulting in 5 subsets of size 45 GEIs.
For each subset, motion based vectors are calculated and the body-parts are segmented based using group fused Lasso. Figure 20 shows the entropy value (y-axis) of all GEIs against feature index (x-axis) for the 5 subsets. The vertical lines represent the limits of human body-parts learned by the group fused Lasso on each subset.
We can see in Figure 20 that the proposed method is stable and divides the body into similar parts for the 5 subsets. It can be also seen that the group fused Lasso divides the horizontal motion of human body into 4 parts. The corresponding parts of GEI are shown in Figure 21 .
It has been shown that dynamic body-parts contain discriminative information to differentiate people and are robust to intra-class variations [17, 18] . Based on the latter assumption, we select the body-parts with the highest motion which are supposed to cope against the intra-class variations problem. This can be seen as a filter feature selection approach since the estimated parts by group fused Lasso are ranked according to their scores. The scores are calculated based on predefined criterion corresponding in our case to the mean entropy value of each part. The parts with the highest mean motion values are selected for classification.
From Figure 20 we can see that the parts formed by feature units (rows of GEI) from 46 to 64 have the highest mean motion value. They correspond to the GEI parts shown in Figures 21(c) and 21(d) . In the following we will perform experiments under different conditions using those selected parts. 
Effect of clothing and carrying conditions
In this section, we focus on the effect of the carrying conditions and clothing variations so we carried out our experiments under 90
• view angle. This is motivated by the fact that side view is more affected by the clothing and carrying conditions than frontal view (see Figure 22 and 23). Furthermore gait information is more significant and reliable in the side view [17] . Table 6 compares, Correct Correction Rate (CCR) under normal, carrying and clothing conditions, the mean and standard deviation of the performances under the three conditions of our proposed method, against the reported by other methods under 90
• view angle using similar experimental protocol. It shows that the CCR of our method is marginally lower in the normal and carrying conditions and significantly higher in the clothing variations than all other methods.
It is common in real life that people have different clothes depending on days (warm or cool days) and seasons (summer or winter). Unfortunately, the intra-class variation of the static features (low motion) is mainly caused by the clothing variation that greatly affects the recognition accuracy adversely. It has been demonstrated by [13] that clothing is the factor that drastically affects the performance of gait recognition. Thus, alleviating the problems caused by the clothing variation has significant meaning for gait recognition. The proposed method alleviates the clothing variation problem very well as it significantly outperforms all other approaches as shown in Table 6 . In the normal and carrying conditions, different persons have different clothing conditions but all samples of a same person always have the same clothing condition in the dataset. Thus, the clothes in the normal and carrying conditions in fact undesirably contribute to differentiate persons. Therefore, these recognition rates could be misleading as they do not well reflect the real gait recognition performance. Note also that in the carrying conditions, some walking subjects carry handbags which influence the selected body-part leading to lower performances.
Nevertheless, the proposed method performs the best among all approaches on the whole test dataset that contains one-third samples with cloth variation and two-third samples without the cloth variation and offers the best performance compromise between different conditions. This can be seen in the mean and standard deviation of our method which outperforms the mean and standard deviation of the other methods.
Effect of view-angle variations
In this section we focus on the effect of the view-angle variations. In real life subjects are often captured under different view angles. To simulate these conditions we perform experiments in the so called "cross-view gait recognition". It corresponds to recognizing walking subjects where training and testing data are recorded from two different view angles.
Different view angle combinations (from 0
• to 180 • ) between training and testing data are used to estimate the recognition performances based on CDA. Tables 7 to 9 summarize the performances of the body-part cross-view gait recognition under normal, carrying conditions and clothing variations respectively when Tables 10 to 12 show the same performances of whole-body (GEI without segmentation based group fused Lasso) under the same conditions.
The results demonstrate that our body-part method significantly outperforms the whole-body one under cloth variations however it has marginally lower performances in normal conditions due the undesirable contribution of clothing in recognition which was already pointed out previously. From the same results it can be seen that both the whole-body and body-part give good performances when the training view angle is similar to the testing one, however the performances significantly decrease when the difference between the training view angle and the testing one increases. This makes us conclude that there is an invert relationship between the view angle difference between training and testing data and the performance. • view. Part-selection and without part-selection correspond to our method using the selected GEI part with group fused Lasso and whole GEI respectively. The best and second best results are highlighted by bold and star respectively.
Method
Normal Carrying Clothing Mean Std Based on the obtained results, we can clearly understand that conventional methods without pose estimation fail to give good recognition performances in case of the large intra-class variations caused by view angle variations between the training and testing data. Unfortunately, the latter is frequently encountered in real life gait recognition applications. This clearly show the mandatory to introduce new methods capable to address these issues.
Starting from the observation that the view-angle similarity between the training and testing data impacts performances, we introduce in the following section a novel method named "gait recognition without prior knowledge of the view angle" capable to reduce the intra-class variations. Our method is based on two main steps, the first one aims to estimate the view-angle of the testing samples when the second one compares them to training samples with similar view-angle. Based on this approach, the intra-class variations caused by view-angle variations are considerably reduced which leads to an improvement in the recognition performances. The method is described in next section.
Gait recognition without prior knowledge of the view angle
The framework in Figure 24 is designed to recognize individuals without a prior knowledge of the viewpoint. Towards this end, the first step consists on estimating the pose of the query test sample using the selected human body part .i.e. row 46 to 64 (it has been explained above how the body part is selected using the group fused Lasso of motion) and nearest-neighbor classifier to find the group of training samples which have the pose similar to that of the query subject. The next step consists on identifying the query subject among the group of training samples with the same pose using Canonical Discriminant Analysis (CDA).
The results of pose estimation are shown in Table 13 , it can be seen that the selected body-part is very discriminative and we are able to estimate the pose of the query subjects of the test dataset with an error less than 3 % for all view angles from 0 • to 180
• . Figure 25 shows the CCR under different conditions of our proposed body-part approach, the approach that uses the whole-body (without body segmentation) and the View-Invariant Multiscale Gait Recognition method (VI-MGR) [75] representing the most recent introduced method to deal with the problem view-angle variations based on the idea of estimating the pose. Results clearly show that our proposed body-part method significantly outperforms VI-MGR and the approach without the part selection for all 11 view angle variations in the case of the clothing variation (see Figure  25 (c)). On the whole test dataset that contains one-third samples with cloth variation and two-third samples without the cloth variation, the proposed approach outperforms the whole-body approach for all view angle variations and outperforms VI-MGR in 8 of the 11 view angle variations (see Figure 25 (d)). The previously encountered problems of the CCR for normal and carrying conditions are shown in Figure 25 (a) and Figure 25 (b). Our approach takes in consideration only the dynamic part, when other approaches take both static and dynamic parts. The latter could be very discriminative and complementary to the dynamic information mostly when subjects keep the same clothes which is the case in normal condition experiments. In addition of this, in the carrying conditions, our selected body-part could be affected when the walking subjects carry handbag instead of backpack which influences the recognition performances.
Conclusion
We have proposed a method that finds the discriminative human body-part that is also robust to the intra-class variations for improving the human gait recognition. The proposed method first generates a horizontal motion based vector from GEI and then applies the group fused Lasso on the horizontal motion based vectors of a feature selection dataset to automatically learn the discriminative human body-parts for gait recognition. The learned human body part is applied to the independent training and test datasets. The proposed method significantly improves the recognition accuracy in the case of large intra-class variation such as the clothing variation. This is verified by the experiments, which show that the proposed methods not only significant outperforms other approaches in the case of clothing variations but also achieves the overall best performance among all approaches on the whole testing dataset that contains normal, carrying, clothing and view angle variations.
The method was further improved to deal with the problem of intra-class variations caused by the view-angle variations between training and testing gait sequences based on a pose estimation technique able to compare the training and testing samples with similar pose. Some extensions to our approach for gait recognition are envisioned. For instance, a gain in performances can be expected by relying on more elaborate classification methods. Two aspects can be considered: learning of an adequate metric [87] or investigating classifiers as SVM [88] . Issues related to view-angle variations are reminiscent to domain adaptation [89, 90, 91, 92] where the statistics of testing samples differ from those of the training data used to learn the recognition system. Indeed, because of the different acquisition angles the recorded gait images of a person lean on a manifold in an ambient high dimension-space inducing hence geometrical transformations of training and testing sets. Moreover the changing conditions (normal, clothing, carrying) affect more heavily the statistics of both sets. In that context, as an interesting perspective we plan to lift our body part-selection approach in domain adaptation techniques. Particularly, we intend to explore novel method such as optimal transport for domain adaptation based on a manifold regularization inspiring from the work in [93] .
